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Abstract
This thesis presents results in two areas. The first area is
automated planning. Approaches to the domain-independent automated planning can be divided into two groups:
STRIPS-like planning (based on operators) and HTNlike planning (based on hierarchical decomposition). It
is widely believed, that the expressivity of STRIPS-like
planning is lower than the expressivity of HTN-like planning. This would mean that HTN-like planning can solve
more problems than STRIPS-like planning. In this thesis we show, that the expressivity of both approaches is
identical and that both approaches can solve all problems solvable by a finite tape Turing machine (i.e. solvable by a common computer). The second part of this
thesis addresses rescheduling. If we have a schedule with
unmovable deadline, we need to react on late activities by
shortening of the remaining schedule part. In this thesis,
we show that every rescheduling corresponds to a graph
cut or the superposition of several graph cuts. Based on
this fact, we designed a new algorithm for the cheapest
rescheduling. The algorithm is based on the conversion
of the rescheduling problem to the problem of minimal
graph cut.
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1.

Introduction

The beginning of symbolical planning is connected to the
system STRIPS (STanford Research Institute Problem
Solver) [5]. Its main goal was to separate the plan search
mechanism from the domain, for which we want to find
the plan. The domain has to be written down as a description of initial and final state of the environment and
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a description of operators that can change the state of the
environment. Every operator is described as a triple:
operator = (pre, del, adds),
where pre, del and adds are sets of literals. The set pre
contains the operator precondition, i.e. the literals that
have to be valid in the state, in which the operator can be
applied. Before an operator is executed, it is necessary to
verify that its precondition is fulfilled in the current state
of the world. The sets of literals del and adds contain literals, which are added/removed to/from the actual state
of the world after the operator is executed. That means,
that the modification of the world state is expressed by
adding literals from the adds set and removing literals
from the del set. The state space, defined this way, is
then automatically searched for a route from the initial
to the final state.
The second, equally important, approach to symbolical
planning is HTN (Hierarchical Task Network). The main
idea of this approach was introduced by the authors of
STRIPS. This idea was transformed to its present form
later, in the ABSTRIPS system [12] (which allowed to define several hierarchically ordered STRIPS domains) and
later in the HTN itself [13]. HTN-like planning is based
on tasks, which can be decomposed to simpler tasks. The
domain definition contains rules of tasks decompositions,
called task networks. Formally, a task network can be
expressed as:
((n1 , α1 ), ..., (nm , αm ), φ),
where αi is the (sub)task marked by the identifier ni and φ
is a formula describing the condition, which has to be
fulfilled before the task network can be used.
For a long time, it was assumed, that HTN-like planning
can solve more more domains than STRIPS-like planning
(i.e. it has larger expressivity). There is even a proof
for this assumption [4]. However, this assumption is not
correct and in this thesis we show, that the original proof
contains inaccuracies and that in contrast to the mainstream opinion, STRIPS-like planning (and even the original STRIPS) is able to solve the same class of problems
as HTN-like planning. We also show, that the expressivity of both mentioned planning approaches is identical to
the expressivity of a finite-tape Turing machine. Therefore, with both planning approaches (including the original STRIPS, which is more than 35 years old), we can
solve all problems solvable by a common computer.
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Planning is an activity, which determines what steps we
need to execute to reach a goal and in what order we
need to execute these steps. Based on the plan, it is usually necessary to create a schedule of plan execution, i.e.
to determine the execution time of individual plan steps.
During plan execution, different unforeseen events may
occur, affecting and changing the plan execution. The
schedule needs to be adjusted to these changes.
There are two different groups of approaches to schedule
creation: creating new schedule from scratch if there was
no previous schedule (e.g. MicroBoss [14]); and rescheduling (schedule adjustment) if the original schedule became
inaccurate and it is necessary to change it. It is possible
to use the first group of approaches (creating new schedule from scratch) to adjust a schedule, but by doing it,
we loose information, which was contained in the original schedule. Moreover, it is possible, that the number
of changes in the schedule will be higher than necessary.
Therefore, the rescheduling approaches are very important.
Sometimes we need to adjust a schedule without changing
the total time of schedule execution (makespan). It is the
case of projects, where the schedule end is contracted and
unchangeable. If the end time of the schedule is unmovable, we can use 3 basic approaches. The most common
approach is to use moving of activities in combination
with robust schedule (for example Match-Up Rescheduling [3, 1]). Reserves, inserted between activities, can absorb possible activities lateness. We can also transfer part
of the activities to a different organisation (subcontracting), for example [2]. This is, in fact, increasing of parallelism. The third possibility is to allow shortening of
activities, in addition to moving of activities.
Automated approaches to schedule adjustment are usually designed for manufacturing processes control or parallel computations control, where individual activities cannot be shortened. This is the reason, why most rescheduling approaches don’t allow shortening of activities as a valid solution. On the other hand, in the domain of project
management, where individual activities are executed by
humans, shortening or even cancelling of activities is used
very often. However, approaches to rescheduling in the
domain of project management are usually not automated
and focus mainly on supporting a human manager, who
adjusts the schedule manually.
This thesis focuses on automated schedule adjusting in
the domain of project management, where shortening of
activities is an important instrument used to assure deadlines fulfilment. This thesis shows that the cheapest schedule shortening corresponds to minimal graph cut in the
dependencies graph of the schedule. The thesis also proposes a new approach to schedule shortening based on
this fact.

2.

Thesis Goals

This thesis follows goals in two areas: in the area of planning and in the area of rescheduling.
In the area of planning, the main goal is to investigate the
expressivity of two basic symbolical planning approaches:
STRIPS-like planning and HTN-like planning. In this
context, expressivity is defined by domains, which can
be written down and solved by some approach. The main

goal is to compare the expressivity of these two approaches,
but also to delimit the expressivity of both approaches in
the context of other computational systems.
In the area of rescheduling, the main goal is to show the
relationship between schedule change and graph cut. Additionally, the thesis focuses on the design of a new approach to schedule shortening based on graph cut. The
main goal of this approach is to allow automatical shortening and moving of activities, which assures the final
deadline fulfilment even if some activities fail to end in
time.

3.

STRIPS-Like and HTN-Like Planning
Expressivity

There are two meanings of the term “expressivity” in the
area of automated planning. In the first meaning, it is
the set of problems (or the size of this set), which can
be expressed and solved by some system. In the case of
planning, it is the set of plans, which can be created by
some system. The second meaning of the term “expressivity” describes, how simple/complicated is to describe
a problem or any other information in some system. In
this case, expressivity is usually subjective, as it is connected to the way, how a human can express and write
down his/hers thoughts.
The first meaning describes, what we can write down and
solve in a given (planning) system, while the second meaning describes, what efford we need to do it. This thesis
focuses on the first meaning of expressivity only, i.e. it focuses on the question, what problems we can express and
solve with the help of STRIPS-like planning and HTN-like
planning. Generally, it is assumed, that the expressivity
of HTN-like planning is larger than the expressivity of
HTN-like planning. There are two proofs, which show,
that HTN-like planning is more expressive [4].
The first proof is based on transforming the planning
problem to grammars. Subsequently, it claims, that the
STRIPS-like planning corresponds to regular grammars,
while HTN-like planning corresponds to context free grammars. As an implication of this, HTN-like planning covers a larger class of domains. This proof looks very simple
and comprehensible and therefore it is very popular in the
planning community.
However, in the case of STRIPS, the transformation to
a regular grammar is not correct. The STRIPS states
(i.e. states of the world) are not atomic, but composed
of literals. It is possible to represent a state as a set
of literals (S = {L1 , L2 , L3 , ...}). The grammar rules
for STRIPS (S0 → a01 S1 ) are not atomic either and
can be further decomposed into: S0 = {LP1 , LP2 , ...} ∪
{L1 , L2 , ...} → a01 (S0 \ {LD1 , LD2 , ...}) ∪ {LA1 , LA2 , ...},
where {LP1 , LP2 , ...}, {LD1 , LD2 , ...} and {LA1 , LA2 , ...}
are sets of literals forming the precondition and effects
(added and removed literals) of the action a01 .
Therefore, plan derivation in STRIPS is not just a sequential transformation of atomic states. Contrary, it is
a transformation of composite states according to rules,
which cannot be expressed by a regular grammar.
The second proof shows, that the theoretical model of
HTN is undecidable, while STRIPS and STRIPS-like planning are decidable problems. The main reason causing
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Figure 1: Simple example of schedule conversion from activities and dependencies (a) to oriented graph
(b) and splitting of activities vertices and adding of the final deadline, artificial source and sink (c).
this result is the fact that the theoretical HTN model
used in the proof uses an infinite set of symbols to mark
tasks, so it is able to create an infinite space of plans.
The theoretical model of HTN is, however, not practically usable, because of its undecidability. This is true
even with very strong restrictions of the model. Therefore, practically used planners use different modifications,
which restrict the space of plans to be finite and change
the problem to be decidable [4]. The most common restrictions of HTN are:
• Restricting the plan length. If the plan length is
finite, the space of all possible plans is finite too, as
we choose of finite number of actions while adding
an action to a plan.
• Restricting the tasks to be acyclic. It is not allowed
to decompose any task into itself (after several steps
of decomposition). This way, every task can only be
decomposed up to a finite depth, which is smaller
than the total number of tasks.
• Restricting the task networks to be fully ordered.
Tasks are fulfilled sequentially one after another, so
subtasks of individual tasks cannot overlap in time.
Any of these restrictions is sufficient to make HTN-like
planning decidable and therefore practically usable. All
planners based on HTN use at least one of these restrictions (or their slight modifications). This is the reason,
why it is better to use the term “HTN-like planning” for
planners based on the HTN model and using one of these
restrictions, than using it for the theoretical HTN model
without restrictions. Based on this definition of HTN-like
planning, it is possible to formulate the following theorem
[8]:
Theorem 1. Every HTN-like domain can be expressed
as a STRIPS-like domain. Every STRIPS-like domain
can be expressed as a HTN-like domain. Therefore, the
expressivity of STRIPS-like planning is identical to the
expressivity of HTN-like planning.

Proof sketch 1. The plan space of a HTN-like domain is finite. With the help of finite number of plans,
we can reach a finite number of final states, starting from
one initial state. This means, that the state space of this
domain is finite. For a finite state-space, we can construct a STRIPS-like domain by simply enumerating all
possible state transitions as STRIPS actions. As a result,
STRIPS-like planning expressivity is not smaller than the
expressivity of HTN-like planning. The second half of the
proof, showing that HTN-like planning expressivity is not
smaller than the expressivity of STRIPS-like planning, is
constructive, can be found in [4] and is based on the transformation of STRIPS-like domain to a flat HTN-like domain, where it is possible to decompose the initial task
into any primitive task (action) and the relationships between actions can be expressed by additional restrictions
of primitive tasks
Enumerating all states in a domain is not very practical
and can lead to exponential number of actions. In the
thesis, a conversion of HTN-like domains to STRIPS-like
domains is shown, which can be made in polynomial time
and which does not change the time complexity of plan
search. The conversion is based on the idea of using the
STRIPS planner as an emulator of the HTN-like planner.
The resulting STRIPS plan corresponds to the sequence
of steps, which the HTN-like planner has to execute.
Additionally, the thesis proposes a conversion of a finitetape Turing machine to a STRIPS domain. The conversion is based on using the STRIPS planner as an emulator
of the finite-tape Turing machine. The resulting plan consists of steps, which the Turing machine has to execute
in order to halt. This conversion shows that all problems
solvable by a finite-tape Turing machine (and therefore
also solvable by a common computer) can be solved by
a STRIPS-like planner or a HTN-like planner.

4.

Rescheduling and Minimal Graph Cut

Dependencies between individual activities can be represented by documents. If some activity Ause uses the document D created by some different activity Aproduce , then
the activity Ause is dependent on the activity Aproduce .
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Figure 2: Simple example of rescheduling based on graph cut. From the initial schedule (a) we create
a dependencies graph and according to a minimal graph cut (b) we compensate the lateness of the
activities Af 1 a Af 2 by shortening of the activities activity A3 (c).
Execution of the activity Ause cannot start before the
activity Aproduce ends and produces the document D. If
some activities have a dependence between them, but this
dependence is not the result of producing and using of
documents, we can add an empty document, which will
represent this activity.
From the initial schedule and the information about documents transferred between activities (Figure 1a), it is
possible to create a dependencies graph. In this graph,
activities are represented by vertices, while dependencies
are represented by edges. This way, we get an acyclic
oriented dependencies graph (Figure 1b). For the needs
of rescheduling, we can remove all activities (and adjacent dependencies), which are not dependent on activities
Af # . Af # are the activities, which failed to finish in time
(# stands for the identifier of a failed activity).
If we want to allow shortening of activities, we need to
have edges for individual activities too. Therefore, we
divide every vertex of the dependencies graph A# , representing some activity except the activities Af # , into two
vertices: A#start and A#end . All edges, originally ending
in A# , will now end in A#start and all edges, originally
starting from A# , will now start from A#end . At the same
time, we add an edge eA# leading from A#start to A#end .
Additionally, we add the edge ADAY −D , representing the
final deadline of the schedule (Day D). ADAY −D is dependent on every activity in the schedule, as all activities
need to be finished before the final deadline. Finally, we
add an artificial source Ainit and sink Af inal . We connect the source Ainit to all failed activities Af # . The
final deadline ADAY −D will be connected to the artificial
sink Af inal . An example of the resulting dependencies
graph is in Figure 1c.
This way, we created a dependencies graph, where vertices
represent events in the schedule, which may be affected by
the change of duration of the failed activities Af # . These
events are the ends of the failed activities (Af # ), starts
(A#start ) and ends (A#end ) of dependent activities and
the final deadline (ADAY −D ).
For a dependencies graph created this way, we can formulate the following theorem [9]:

Theorem 2. Every possible rescheduling, which changes the schedule by postponing the start and/or end times
of some activities by 1 time unit, corresponds to some cut
of the dependency graph.

Proof sketch 2. We define two sets: Vchanged containing vertices which are postponed in the rescheduling
and Vunchanged containing vertices which are not affected
by the rescheduling. Each event of the dependency graph
(A#start , A#end , ADAY −D , Af # ; # standing for an activity identifier) is either postponed or not, i.e. it belongs
to Vchanged or Vunchanged , while Vchanged ∩Vunchanged = ∅,
as no event can be postponed and not postponed at the
same time. A graph cut is the division of a graph into two
sets, dividing two vertices (in this case Ainit ∈ Vchanged
and Af inal ∈ Vunchanged ). This means that every possible combination of sets (Vchanged , Vunchanged ) representing some rescheduling is a cut of the dependency graph.
At the same time, for every graph cut of the dependencies graph (Vchanged , Vunchanged ) there is a corresponding
rescheduling.

Similarly, it is possible to show, that every rescheduling
(changing the beginnings and/or ends of activities by arbitrary time) corresponds to a superposition of several
graph cuts. The proof can be found in the thesis.
With correctly defined costs of edges in the dependencies
graph, it is possible to find the cheapest rescheduling by
finding the minimal cut in the dependencies graph. The
meanings of individual edges costs are:
• Shortening of an activity:
Cost of the edge eA# = (A#start , A#end ).
• Shortening of a dependency:
Cost of the edge eAi Aj = (Aiend , Ajstart ) (or eAf i Aj
= (Af i , Ajstart ) for the failed activities).
• Moving of an activity:
Cost of the edge eA# D = (Aend , ADAY −D ).
• Deadline violation:
Cost of the edge eDAf inal = (ADAY −D , Af inal ).
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Figure 3: Portlet for rescheduling in the RAPORT portal. 1. Menu, 2. Status line, 3. Working schedule,
4. Generated schedule, 5. List of activities.
• Aborting a failed activity:
Cost of the edge eAinit Af # = (ADAY −D , Af # ).

schedule adjustment: the system offers a solution and the
user can confirm this solution, but the user is also allowed
to further modify the offered solution.

Edges between vertices inside the same set Vchanged or
Vunchanged correspond to activities or dependencies with
unchanged length, because either both, the starting and
ending vertex, are moved (in the case Vchanged ) or neither of the two vertices is moved (Vunchanged ). Activities and dependencies with edges going from Vchanged to
Vunchanged are shortened by 1 time unit, because their
starting vertex is moved, while their ending vertex remains unchanged (Figure 2).

The algorithm of rescheduling by using minimal graph cut
offers several possibilities of further research and improvement. It will be very useful to combine this method with
existing scheduling methods, especially with approaches
based on CPM and PERT[10]. Another possibility is to
allow restrictions, resulting from using resources by individual activities, for example in the form of resource links,
which are a part of the critical chain method [7].

The proposed approach to rescheduling according to minimal graph cut was employed in the RAPORT project, for
which it was primarily designed. The RAPORT system
was created in the cooperation of the Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies of the Slovak University
of Technology in Bratislava, the Institute of Informatics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Defence. The RAPORT system [6, 11] was
designed for a pilot application: organisation of military
exercises in the Centre of Simulation Technologies (CST)
of the National Academy of Defence (NAO) in Liptovský
Mikuláš.
An important attribute of military exercises organisation
in CST NAO is, that at the day of the exercise (Day D),
all activities have to be successfully accomplished in order
to assure success of the exercise. If any activity is late,
the remaining schedule has to be shortened to avoid the
violation of the exercise time (time of the schedule end).
The approach to rescheduling by using minimal graph
cut was implemented in the RAPORT system as a separate portlet (Figure 3). This portlet allows semiautomatic

5.

Thesis Contributions

This thesis has contributions in two areas:
• Determining the expressivity of STRIPS-like and
HTN-like planning:
– Expressivity of STRIPS-like planning and HTNlike planning is identical. This means, that all
problems solvable by one of these approaches
are also solvable by the second approach. At
the same time, this thesis invalidates the generally accepted opinion, that the expressivity
of approaches based on HTN is larger than the
expressivity of approaches based on STRIPS.
– HTN-like domains can be converted to equivalent STRIPS domains in polynomial time. The
conversion in the opposite direction was already
known earlier.
– The expressivity of both planning approaches
is identical to the expressivity of a finite tape
Turing machine. This means, that STRIPSlike and HTN-like planners can solve all problems solvable by a common computer.
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• Creating of an approach to rescheduling by using
minimal graph cut:
– Proof, that every time change of a schedule corresponds to a cat or a superposition of cuts of
a dependencies graph.
– Creating a new approach to rescheduling based
on minimal graph cut. The approach is based
on the fact that the cheapest change of a schedule corresponds to a minimal cut in a dependencies graph.
– Implementation and validation of the approach
in the workflow system for military exercises
preparation RAPORT.
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